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SURA Sponsor ed Organizations
International Light Cone Advisory Committee, Inc. (ILCAC)
(http://www.ilcacinc.org/)
Organized under SURA sponsorship in 2008, with mission to advance research in quantum field theory, particularly light-cone quantization methods applicable to the solution of physical problems.

National Society of Hispanic Physicists, Inc. (NSHP)
(http://www.hispanicphysicists.org/)
Organized under SURA sponsorship in 2014, with mission to promote professional well-being and recognize accomplishments of Hispanic physicists.

Special Consultants
Development & Relations: Kemper Consulting & Clark Hill, PLC
Coastal and Environmental Research: Don Resio (UNF) & Gary Zarillo (FIT)

Space Science & Technology Programs*
CRESST II at Goddard Space Center (*See attached for onsite employees.)
LASSO at Kennedy Space Center (*See attached for onsite leadership team.)

Jefferson Science Associates, LLC (JSA)
SURA is majority owner & Administrative Taxmember of JSA, the M&O Contractor for the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab), a DOE research facility in Newport News, VA.

Jefferson Lab Leadership Team –
Jefferson Lab Director, Dr. Stuart Henderson
Deputy Director, Dr. Robert McKeown
Chief Planning Officer, Dr. Allison Lung
Chief Operating Officer, Michael Maier

JSA Officers –
Chief Executive Officer, Dr. Jerry Draayer
Board Liaison & Secretary, Elizabeth Lawson
Treasurer, Scott Hartranft
JSA Internal Auditor, Gail Lucento

SURA Residence Facility*
SURA manages and operates a 42-room guest house on the Jefferson Lab campus to accommodate the short-term lodging needs of Lab users and guests while they are on-site at Jefferson Lab. (*See attached for onsite leadership team.)
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